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The second important advance was made a t  the December 
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, when, a t  the instigation of Prof. W. H. Hobbs, of 
Ann Arbor, Mich., a committee on seismology was appointed. 
The gentlemen selected, who represent all sections of the 
country and the more important institutions likely to be en- 
gaged in seismological research, are as follows: L. A. Bauer, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington; W. W. Campbell, Lick 
Observatory; Major C. E. Dutton, U. S. Army; G. K. Gilbert, 
U. S. Geological Survey; J. F. Hayford, U. 8. Coast and Cfeo- 
detic Survey; W. H. Hobbs, University of Michigan; L. &I. Hos- 
kins, Stanford University; T. A. Jaggar, Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology; Otto Klotz, Ottawa Observatory, Canada; 
A. U. Lawson, University of California; C’. F. Marvin, U. S. 
Weather Bureau; W J McGee, St. Louis Public Museum; H. 
F. Reid, Johns Hopkins University; C. J. Rookwood, jr., 
Princeton University; and R. S. Tarr, Cornell University. I n  
the preliminary organization of the committee Dr. G. I<. Gil- 
bert was chosen chairinan and Dr. W. H. Hobbs, secretary. 

Some of the objects in view in forming the committee on 
seismology in America are as follows: 

1. To be available for, and to initiate counsel in connection 
with, legislation which provides for investigation of earth- 
quakes or the means for mitigating their dangers. 

2. To bring into harmony all American and Canadian insti- 
tutions doing seismological work, ancl to guartl against unnec- 
essary duplication of studies. 

3. To organize, i f  thought best, a correlated system of earth- 
quake stations, which should include the outlying possessions 
and protectorates. 
4. To advise regarding the best type or types of seismoiue- 

ters for the correlated stations. 
5. To disseminate information regarding construction suited 

to earthquake districts. 
6. To collect data regarding the light as well as the heavy 

shocks, and to pit the results upon record. 
7. To start  investigations upon large problems of seismology. 
8. To advise with some weight of authority when catas- 

trophic earthquakes have wrought national calainity.--C. F. 111. 

T H E  METEOR OF M A R C H  14, 1906, OVER CENTRAL 
NEW YORK. 

By Prof. H ~ N R ~  A. PF( ti. Daled Syracii,e I1niversity, Sjr.icu+e, N. T., N:iy 1 ,  I W i  

About 8 1). m., March 14, 1906, a large meteor past oyer the 
western-central part  of New York State. Press notices ap- 
peared in the majority of the daily papers between Rome and 
Buffalo. I n  an attempt to secure more reliable data requehts 
were sent from the Central Office of the Weather Bureau to 
the officials in charge a t  Oswego, Ithaca, Syracuse, and Roches- 
ter, asking them to send all good accounts of the meteor, 
together with apparent angular altitudes and bearings. Spat- 
tering observations were obtained from the three first named 
stations. I n  response to advertisements in the Rochester 
papers, Mr. L. &I. Dey, the local forecaster, was enabled to 
obtain a large amount of material which has been of great 
value in roughly outlining the territory over which the meteor 
was observed, as well as in determining the general character 
of the phenomenon. A complete list of those who have con- 
tributed to secure the following results is here given, the places 
of observation being arranged in order of longitude west of 
Greenwich: 
Henry B. French, Rome. 
J. 11’. Blood, Rome. 
L. W. Griswold, Oneida. 
H. A. Peck, Syracuse. 
Jennie Whaley, Oswego. 
Olive E. Templeton, Oswego. 
F. R. Monk, Fair Haven. 
S. D. Colgate, Townaendville. 
Benjamin Christian, Wolcott. 

Robert J. Purdy, Ovid. 
Floyd Thomas, North Rose. 
Louis H. Albright, Newark. 
J.  A. Rose, Lyons. 
C. a. Andreas, SOCIUS C‘enter. 
Fred Weblrr, Sodns Center. 
Professor LrRoy, I’rnn San. 
Olive R. Tobry, Penn Pan. 
1’. C. Washburn, Clifton Springs. 

F .  W. Clark, Williamson. 
Rev. J. Menlendyke, Palmyra. 
J .  Van Arsdale, Canandaigua. 
Mrs. Addie Eddy, Middlesex. 
C. D. Gilbert, Despatch. 
B. A. Plimpton, Victor. 
Mrfi. Jesse A. Wheeler, Holcomb. 
Benjamin G. Wedd, Mortimer. 
William B. Mason, Lima. 
Jesse L. Vanderpool, Rochester. 
L. M. Dey, Rochester. 
F. L. Hunt, Rochester. 
Kate E. Collins, Rochester. 
Julia F. White, Rochester. 
H. B. McEnbee, Rochester. 
Mrs. T. Tewilliger, Rochester. 
Mrs. F. B. Albro, Rocahester. 
Mrs. Chas. T.  Aselson, Rochester. 
Mrs. George Heberling, Rochrster. 
Adaline I. Jones, Rochester. 
Iiatliwiue L. Hovt. Rochester. 

F. T.  Ellison, Rochester. 
8. F. Gould, Rochester. 
A. E. Benjamin, Rochester. 
Edgar Shantz, Rochester. 
C. J. Trumeter, Rochester. 
Louis P. Hof, Rochester. 
F. W. Green, Rochester. 
H. H. Butler, Rochester. 
Frank J. Schantz, Rochester. 
Milton J. Tripp, Rochester. 
Mrs. H. H. Turner, Rochester. 
B. L. Pope, Rochester. 
Leman Gibbs, Livonia Center. 
George T. Witzel, Coldwater. 
F. Hanford, Scottsville. 
W. J. Stocum, Adams Basin. 
John Denton, 11. D., Retsof. 
Ames Beldm, Albion. 
Georgianna A. Nichol. Medina. 
Mrs. Thomas R. Griffith, Aurora. 
Thomas Roonev. LockDort. 

Mrs. G. T. Le Boutillier. Rochester. F. A. Ke1tinger:M. D.. Lockport. 
When i t  is remembered that the air-line distance from 

Rome to Lockport is over 160 miles, it is evident that the meteor 
was a remarkable object from a poliular as well as from a sci- 
entific stanclpoint. 

The apparent path of the meteor thru the atmosphere began 
abont 4 miles to the southeast of (feneva on the eastern shore 
of Seneca Lake, a t  an altitude of 7 0  miles above the surface of 
the earth. The time of flight was about five or six seconds, 
and i t  disappeared over Lake Ontario northeast of Manitou 
Point, about 8 miles from the neared land. At first it ap- 
peared as a rosy red star of not inconsiderable brightness, but 
in the latter part of its Hight various observers estimated its 
size as froiii that  of quarter to the full size of the moon. The 
light cast at  places near its path mas evidently as strong as 
that of the iuoon, or, RH one observer says, ‘‘ the beam of a 
strong searchlight ”. Some doubt might be cast on its having 
been one larxe, solid body from tlie fact that reports from 
places widely apart state that fragments seemed to leave the 
main iuass and pursue separate paths. As suggested by 
Mr. L. ill. Dey, ofilicial in charge of the Weather Bureau oflice 
a t  Rochester, this may be the cause of some of the conflicting 
accounts as to its course, soine oliserrers having seen frag- 
ments of the parent 1)ody. d trail that  persisted for several 
seconds followed the flight. A number of observers report 
that i t  made a sound as of some heavy body rushing thru the 
air. After passing over Lake Ontario i t  exploded twice, the 
tletonation being heard 40 miles, while within 25 miles the 
concussion was HO great as to cause a slight shaking of houses. 
The souncl a t  Rochester ancl Iicinitg is compared to the sound 
of distant cannon or blasting, or to the rolling of thunder.’ 

To obtain the orbit of such an object, using as the basis the 
conflicting observations and estimates of persons who, for the 
most part, are unskilled in such work, is no easy task. It 
ninst be reiiieinberecl in the present instance that the greater 
share of the accounts were not compiled from notes made a t  
the tiilie of observation, but were conipilecl from memory about 
three weeks later. Under such circuiastances the observer 
will often unconsciously and in perfect good faith prolong the 
true path in either direction. 

We must first find the 
most probable path thru the atmosphere, assuming that path 
as a straight line, from which, in any event, it can not deviate 
very materially during the short time of flight. This straight 
line is fist if we know its end, its length, ancl its direction. 
The known time of flight furnishes the velocity. The second 

1 A great nois+= is  sometimes heard shortly after a large meteor passes 
the observer, and as meteors are frequently seen to break into two or 
more portions such noises arH spoken of as concussions or explosions, 
especially because they are so loud as to resemble cannonading. How- 
ever there is generally no explosion, properly so called, even when the 
noises are very loud ; and the exitct mechanism by which the noisps are 
produced is  worthy of further study.-C. 9. 

Our work falls into two divisions. 

~ ~~~~ ~~ - 
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part of the work is the computation of the orbit pursued by 
the body before it encountered the earth. This can be accom- 
plished by the well-known formulas of theoretical astronomy, 
provided we know the velocity and direction of its motion 
when it fell under the earth's attraction. 

The end of the flight is very definitely fist by the observa- 
tions made at Rochester. Mr. Vanderpool was making his even- 
ing observation a t  the weather station when the flash of light 
was noted by him a t  Aeven hours and fifty-six minutes, eastern 
time. He estimated that the detonation was heard ninety 
seconcls later. This is confirmed by Kate E. Collins, who esti- 
mated the time as eighty-five seconds, and later verified her esti- 
mate by walking again the distance she past over between the 
flash and the subsequent report. This places it 18 miles from 
Rochester. NIr. L. h1. Dey, the oi-ficial in charge of the Weather 
Bureau office a t  Rochester, states that its course was nearly due 
north, and that the disappearance took place 20" allore the 
horizon. This makes the geographic coordinates of the point 
of disappearance 

1 = 77" 37' west of Cheeumich, 
= 43" 24' north, 

ancl the geocentric coordinates 
log. p sin y'  = 3.434 
log. p COS p' = 3.461 

the reduction of the latitude to geocentric position being eleren 
and one-half iuinuteR, and the fiiderial time 

H = 10s" 6', 
while the height above the lake was G miles. 

This completely defines one point on the line clescribecl by 
the meteor. As soon as mother point is found the direction 
of this line is also established. 

If one were a t  the place where a meteor fell to tlie ground, 
he would see i t  approach as a rapidly brightening and enlarg- 
ing object, bu t  would not see i t  describe any apparent path 
on the sky. The projection of the btraight line wonld be re- 
duced to a point, and this point from which i t  would seem to 
approach is called the radiant. It is apparent that the place 
where tlie meteor first encountered the atmosphere must be 
in the direction of the radiant. The apparent curve seen by 
an observer a t  any other station is the projection of the line 
joining the radiant and the point a t  the end of the flight. As 
the plane of this projection must always contain the line that 
is projected, the real path of the meteor must lie in the planes 
of all the apparent paths, i. e., it must be their common line of 
intersection. This is the underlying idea in Galle's classical 
method of computing a meteor orbit. A corollary to this 
proposition is that the great circles of which the various ob- 
served apparent paths are arcs must have a comnioii point of 
intersection. This point is the radiant, and its deteriiiiuation 
completely establishes the direction of flight,. 

In the present case, after careful consideration of the olmer- 
vations, I have chosen those made a t  Rochester and Syracuse 
as the basis of the computation. The Syracuse observation 
must have been made very nearly a t  the instant when the 
meteor entered the earth's atniosphere. The azimuth was 65" 
west of south and the altitude was GO". Since the point of 
disappearance is so well established we may abandon all obser- 
vations of this portion of the path and compute by well-known 
formulas the direction in which the meteor should have been 
observed the instant before extinction. As viewed from S p a -  
cuse this point had the coordinates 

Right Ascension = u = 9" 51' 
Declination = d = + 17" 9'. 

and the azimuth and altitude of the point of first appearance is 
equivalent to 

(I' = $8'36' 
d' + 26" 3s' 

I n  order to find the plane of the great circle defined by these 
two points the requisite formulas are 

tan y sin ( n l  - I') = tan ri' 

tan y cos (a' - 1') = tan f? - tan i' cos ( a  - a') 
sin ( n  - (2) 

where y represents the angle between the plane of the great 
circle and the plaue of the equator while I' is the right ascen- 
sioii of the node. I n  the case of the Syracuse observation we 
have 

i' = 150" 33' 
I '  = 153" 25' 

The question as to whether the node is ascencling or de- 
scending is settled by the fact that its general c~ i i r se  was fro111 
south to north and tlie ambigui+<y as to the tangent of y is 
remoietl by its course beiug retrograde in right ascension. 

Treating the Ilochester observation in the sailie manner we 
hare 

,l= 288') 6' 
f3 = + mio 50' 

Mr. L. AI. Deg states thRt the uieteor past Rocliebter a '' little 
to the east of the zenith, And liad an angular altitude of 60" 
or 70" ". I have preferred to t a b  his estimate rather than 
any tliat I could form froin the conflicting reports of observers, 
as he hac1 a chance of interviewing persons soon after the 
iiietecir was wen. Reducing this es tha te ,  

(1' = 140" 42' 
dl = + 38" 19' 

i' = 79' 53' 

The fact that a t  Rochester the projection T ~ S  to the east of 
the meridian chauges tlie tluadraut of r. 

The inathelmtical condition that the radiant shall lie on the 
great circle is eiprest 1)y the condition 
sin l'sin,~.cosI~cos~1-~0sl'sinj~.cosDsind + cosy.sinD=o 

I n  the present iustance we liitve two such equatious and 
tlierefore d ancl D, which are tlie right ascension and cleclina- 
tion of the r d i a n t ,  become definitely liuomn. If more than 
two observations are used there nrifies a condition which mufit 
be solved a1011g tlie lines of the least stlunre metliocl. If we 
place 

antl, there fore, 

I '  = 132' 3s' 

cotan P COR d = .I' 
cotan I )  siu d = y 

the equatioiis recluce to the form 
0.r + b!/ + f .  = (). 

For the two observations under discussion the equations are 
+ 0.206 r *  + 0.412 !/ - 0 . S S T  = 0 
+ 0.724.1. + O.c;c;T!/ + 0.lSG = 0 

ani1 from the solution results 
d =  134" 26' 
B= + !)" 32' 

The direction of the line in space being found, its leugth 
may then be coinputed. aliicli is 81t.S miles. 

The tiine of flight was estimated in Syracuse a t  from five to 
si\ seconds. This is confirmed by other observers. Assuining 
i t  as five and one-half SecoiiclQ, the velocity thru the atmos- 
phere was 15.8 miles per second. 

The direction and velocity ,just founcl are not those that the 
meteor possest in space before it felt the attractive force of 
the earth. These must be found before the orbit with regard 
to the suu can be deteriiiined. The orbit described after the 
body has fallen under the influence o f  tlie earth is a conic sec- 
tion, \\hose focus is tlie center of the terrestrial sphere. The 
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apparent velocity differs from the true velocity also because 
the earth is itself in motion. When these two causes are 
taken into consideration the true radiant is found to be the 
point whose celestial longitude and ht i tude are, resliectively, 

106' 2' 
+3O 42' 

and the true velocity is 31 miles per second. 
As will be noticed, the velocity is about 20 per cent in es- 

cess of that to be ascribed to parabolic motion, and places the 
meteor in the hyperbolic class. I am perfectly aware that the 
burden of proof rests upon the person that assumes hyper- 
bolic velocity for cosmic bodies, but as the assuinptisn of a 
parabola would prolong the time of visible flight by two sec- 
onds, I have preferred to retain the velocity as above giveu. 
Computing the elements by the known formulas of theore tical 
astronomy we have 

Longitude of ascending node 351' 31' 

Longitude of perihelion 209' 1' 
Logarithm of perihelion distance 9.9134 

Inclination to  ecliptic 4 O  0' 

Eccentricity 1.696 
If one is disposed to reject the hyperbolic velocity from gen- 

eral principles, the orbit is uot varied more than might easily 
arise from the uncertainty of the observations, and there 
results 

Longitucle of node 351' 31' 

Longitude of perihelion 3OG" 31' 
Logarithm of perihelion distance 9.9597 

Inclination to ecliptic 20 68' 

~ _ _ _  

COOLING BY EXPANSION AND WARMING BY COM- 
PRESSION. 

By ( ~ A R L F ~  E ~ I C R W W  PEET. Dated Lewis Iu4 i tu le .  I hicago, Ill.  
(Reprinted from Srliool hcic,oLe aud Afathernatic~, April, 19Oi,  [>age 263.) 

The following method of cooling by espansion and conclen- 
sation of the water vapor of the air into a visible cloud of 
water particles may be of interest to instructors in physi- 
ography. It is a method which I have used with success for 
several years. The apparatus necessary is: (1)  an air puiup. 
(2) a bell jar. (3) a bottle with a snug fitting cork, coated 
with Vaseline. The bottle is corked and placed under the bell 
jar and the air is exhausted from the bell jar. The cork is 
pushed out of the bottle by the air inside. The sudden es- 
pansion causes cooling enough to condense the water vapor 
into a cloucl which remains visible for a considerable time. 
Slow leakage of the air into the bell jar may produce \farm- 
ing by compression enough to reevaporate the water. This 
warming by compression is macle more striking if the bell jar 
is provided with a stop-cock by which the air may be admitted 
more rapidly ancl in a manner which is apparent to the class. 
The success of the experiment varies with the humidity of the 
air, but under the most unfavorable circumstances i t  is never 
an entire failure. The size of the bottle to be used and the 
force with which the cork should be forced into i t  can easily 
be determined by trial. The cloud in the bottle may be macle 
more clearly visible by providing i t  with a proper background. 

ESPY'S NEPHELOSCOPE. 
The esperimen t above described by Professor Peet implies 

the use of an air pump, whereas the following method, which 
has often been used by the Editor, not only requires no ex- 
pensive apparatus, but has several other advantages. A bottle 
(A) properly corked, has inside of it an ordinary elastic-rubber 
toy balloon (B), which, when but slightly distended, occupies 
only two or three cubicinches. A glass (or preferably n rnb- 
ber) tube enters the mouth of the balloon, and also passes out- 
ward air-tight, thru the cork. On blowing thru the tube, or 

forcing air by any other method into the balloon, the latter 
is distended, and of course the air within the bottle is com- 
prest. Wait until this comprest air has lost its warmth, which 
it quickly does by conduction and radiation to the sides of 
the bottle, then remove the finger from the rubber tube and 
allow the comprest air of the bottle to push the air within the 
balloon outward thru the rubber tube. The work done by 
this expansion cools i t  enough to procluce the most delicate 
cloud of condensed vapor, which is visible until the radiation 
of heat from the sides of the bottle evaporates the globules of 
water, The esperiment may be repeated over and over with 
the same air always in the bottle; and if a thermometer be 
added, together with some way of measuring the volume of 
coiuprest air, then really instructive computations may be 
made. If a little water be kept in the bottle, but outside the 
balloon, we iiiay arrange so to deal always with saturated air, 
anrl the haze will be more easily visible to a large class. If 
no water be present then we have to deal with unsaturated air, 
and mag make a large variety of experiments. 

One of the first phenomena that the teacher and scholar 
will note is the fact that after a few trials i t  becomes more 
and more rlificult to secure any visible haze. This is the 
phenomenon first recorded by Espy, ancl was a mystery to 
him and everyone else until Sitlien showed that vapor con- 
denses most easily on minute solid nuclei, and by its weight 
carries them to the bottom or sides of the jar, where they 
stick fast, 60 that after a few trials no more nuclei remain. 
Then comes tlie phenomenon first studied 1)y C. T. R. Wilson, 
of Cailibridge, England, who showed that in dustless air a 
greater espansion and therefore a greater cooling is necessary 
in order to produce visible globules. This may lead us on to 
the consideration of ions, if the scholar is far enough advanced 
for the subject. A t  least i t  is proper to call his attention to the 
fact that the interior of a cloucl is dustless, and that here 
greater espansion seems to be necessary. and consequently 
greater cooling, and that therefore a greater liberation of 
latent heat occurs within the interior of a thundercloud than 
in that same air when it first rises high enough to become 

Instead of water one may introduce other liquids into the 
experimental bottle, which is in fact a modification of Espy's 
single nepheloscope, and may thus experiment upon carbonic 
acid gas, the vapors of alcohol, ammonia, etc. 

The double nepheloscope devised by Espy mag be imitated 
by connecting two clear g1am bottles (C) and (D) by means of 
two rubber tubes to a central bottle or receiver (E), from 
which the air can be exhausted. By a spring cIip close one 
tube SO that the air may be exhausted from the receiver (E) 
ancl one bottle (C), while not exhausted from the other bottle 
(D). Then remove the clip from (D) and allow its air to pass 
over into (E) and (C). The student will be surprised to find 
that no cloucl is formed. This experiment troubled Professor 
Espy very much about 1850, as he liad 111) to that time been 
reasoning on the general principle that the atmosphere is 
cooled by the avt of expansion, but here he evidently had 
expansion without cooling. It was Prof. William Thoruson, of 
the University of Ci-lasgow, now Lord Kelvin, who, by his work 
on thermoclynamics, first gave the true explanation, namely, 
that it is not the mere expansion that produces cooling but 
the work clone by espansion. When the air expands from 
(D) into the vacuum (E) and (C) there is no work done except 
the moving of about one-half the mass of air in (D) over into the 
empty jars (E) anrl (C), and the cooling is too slight to produce 
a visible haze; it was, in fact, too slight for Espy to measure 
with his most delicate thermometer. On the other hand, when 
tlie comprest air in the bottle (A) pushes the air in the bal- 
loon (B) oot into the open air it  is doing heavy work by push- 
ing agaiust the outside atmospheric pressure, just as does the 
steam in the cylinder and boiler of an engine.-(? A. 

cloudy. 


